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. The Farmers of section would
be pleased to see a ood rain.
Some crops aro looking fine
while others are not so good.
The cotton is growing out where
the hail cut it off.

He kin folks and neighbors
slipped a dinner on Mrs Mini roe
Lovelace the third Sunday on
account of her birthday." Some
of the neighbors had sent her
word thrt they were goihg to
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doctrine that usurpation is not to
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tate security! liberal privileges;
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The eleventh series of Build-
ing & Loan is now open and it
behooves every person who can
to take stock.

How are you enjoying The
Adventure of Mark Truitt"?

T. Write and family. H. D. correspondence solicited.
A. C. Agency Comi aiy.
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one family, Elam McSwain
page three.and family, D. A. Bell and family

707 Gas, Electric Bldg.,
DenverrColo.

440 Pierce Bldg;
St. Louis, Mo.

be recognized onthis hemisphere.
A constitutional ' government is
to be established in Mexico.
Peace at home and with the
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family, R. S. Thornburg and
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